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INTRODUCTION
The creation of the Canadian Community Economic
Development Network (CCEDNet) in 1999 was
driven by two pressing needs: to facilitate peer
learning among practitioners who were creating
innovative solutions in every corner of the country
so that they could share their lessons, successes
and models, and to create a more cohesive voice for
policy change supporting inclusive and sustainable
local economies.
Regular national conferences have probably been the
most important vehicle towards those ends. Since
2001, CCEDNet has partnered with members across
the country to showcase the amazing work being
done in different regions, to raise awareness of the
impact of community economic development (CED),
to examine new ideas, resources and strategies that
will make CED practitioners more effective in their
efforts, and to connect people who share similar
values and vision.
Each conference adds to the growing national
movement for sustainable and inclusive communities
directing their own social, economic and
environmental futures. The incremental policy gains,
the recognition, learnings and connections generated
at every conference are essential steps towards
sustainable local economies and shared prosperity
for all.
1
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The 2017 national conference was held in Calgary,
September 13, 14 and 15. Thrive, a community
leadership initiative of Momentum, brought together
community partners including Calgary Economic
Development, REAP Business Association, Institute for
Community Prosperity at Mount Royal University and
Calgary Regional Partnership to co-host EconoUs2017.
This year’s conference was intended to:
• Increase the profile of CED as a powerful force
for diversification, resilience and community
well-being in Alberta;
• Build on the unique character and flavour of the
region, carrying out preparations in such a way
that strengthens local and regional supports for
CED that will remain as an ongoing legacy of the
event;
• Use a collaborative approach to co-host the
conference with local partners; build recognition
for local partners as leaders of and resources
for CED.

Momentum is a founding
member of CCEDNet and was
instrumental in establishing a
provincial CED network to grow
capacity for CED in the prairies.

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION

WHO ATTENDED?
EconoUs2017 convened
395 community leaders, representing
over 230 social enterprises,
cooperatives, organizations and
government departments for 3 days
of learning, connecting and action
to build inclusive community-based
economies. The largest geographic
contingent, representing over
60% of those who registered for
EconoUs2017, were from the host
province of Alberta. A full list of
participants is available here.

International
Saskatchewan
GEOGRAPHIC1%
DISTRIBUTION
2%
Quebec
International
8%
Saskatchewan
1%
2%
Ontario Quebec
8%
10%
Ontario
Nova Scotia
10%
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Newfoundland and Labrador
Nova Scotia
1%2%
New Brunswick
Newfoundland and Labrador
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1%
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New Brunswick
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1%
British Columbia
Manitoba
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British Columbia
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Others
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*Some participants selected several options

COLLABORATION IN ACTION:
PARTNERS AND FUNDERS
Collaboration was integral to the design of EconoUs2017, not only from the collaborative nature of the host team,
but from the community partners that came together to fund and support logistics for the three day gathering.
The success of EconoUs2017 was made possible thanks to the dedicated efforts of the co-hosts, the financial
support of community partners, the Program Committee who made selections for this year’s workshops, the
contributions of workshop presenters and plenary speakers and the energy and ideas of all participants.

PROGRAM COMMITTEE MEMBERS

THANK YOU TO ECONOUS2017 SUPPORTERS:

Holly Atjecoutay
Business Link
Louis Grenier
Co-Options Consulting
Seth Leon
Alberta Community & Cooperative Association
Rispah Tremblay
Edmonton Mennonite Centre for Newcomers
Dan Overall
Trico Foundation
Sarah Leeson-Klym
CCEDNet-Manitoba
Tony Stolz
Community Futures Alberta
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“EconoUs2017 provided a
great opportunity to highlight
the growing field locally and
the role of Momentum –
and especially Thrive along
with key partners like
REAP – in contributing
to this increased activity
over the last 5+ years. It
really was great to bring
together so many local
and national allies.”
Jeff Loomis, Momentum
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ECONOUS2017 PROGRAM
EconoUs2017 brought together community leaders from across Canada to connect, learn and take action towards inclusive communities backed by resilient
economies. Using a campus-based approach, EconoUs2017 had participants moving in the rain and shine, exploring and connecting with the host city and each other.
During the three days in Calgary, participants not only envisioned, but experienced a local economy working for all.

EconoUs2017 was structured around three themes:

THRIVING COMMUNITIES enhance
everyone’s well-being by cultivating inclusive
local leadership.

GOOD JOBS create sustainable livelihoods for
individuals and families.

DOING BUSINESS DIFFERENTLY means
refusing to tradeoff the well-being of people or
the planet for profit.

The following is a brief overview of each of the plenary sessions. For a full list of speakers and workshop presenters visit here.

MONDAY - WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11 - 13
8:00am - 4:00pm

 econciliation and the Solutions
R
Economy

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13
9:00am - 2:30pm 	Local Economy Tour Cochrane
& Olds
12:00pm - 2:30pm

Local Economy Tour Co-op

12:30pm - 2:30pm

Local Economy Tour Social Enterprise

9:00am - 12:30pm	Empowering Indigenous
Communities

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 14
6:30am - 7:30am

Yoga in the Park

7:30am - 9:15am	Thriving Communities Plenary

7:30am - 9:15am

Good Jobs Plenary

9:15am - 9:30am

Networking Break

9:45am - 11:00am

Workshop Block 1

9:30am - 12:45pm

From Learning to Action

11:00am - 11:30am

Networking Break

12:45pm - 1:00pm

Networking Break

11:30am - 12:45pm

Workshop Block 2

1:00pm - 2:30pm

Lunch and Closing Reception

12:45pm - 2:15pm

Lunch

2:30pm - 4:30pm

Poolside Party

2:15pm - 3:30pm

Workshop Block 3

3:30pm - 4:00pm

Networking Break

Opening Reception

4:00pm - 6:30pm

Craft Brew Tour

5:30pm - 8:30pm

Food for Thought

4:00pm - 6:30pm

Beakerhead Tour

7:00pm - 8:30pm

Alberta CED Network Gathering

4:00pm - 6:30pm

Techstock Tour

ECONOUS2017 PROGRAM

Yoga in the Park

Networking Break

3:30pm - 5:30pm
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6:30am - 7:30am

9:15am - 9:45am

6:00pm - 10:00pm	Doing Business Differently Celebration

5

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 15

Tours

Workshops/Plenaries

Networking/Breaks

OPENING RECEPTION
The opening reception focused on reconciliation as
an integral part of building shared prosperity for all.
The Sorrel Rider Drummers of Siksika First Nation
set the tone, and participants were welcomed to
Treaty 7 territory by Roy Bear Chief, also of Siksika,
who blessed our time together. The Honorable Deron
Bilous, Minister of Economic Development and Trade
with the Government of Alberta, highlighted recent
provincial initiatives to support community economic
resilience and diversification. Kurt Hanson from the
City of Calgary emphasized the importance of local
community efforts for change.
Chief Robert Joseph of Reconciliation Canada
and Shaun Loney, author of An Army of Problem
Solvers and pioneering social innovator engaged
in a dialogue that acknowledged the historical and
ongoing impacts of Canada’s colonial approach to
Indigenous peoples, but also the responsibility and
opportunity for all Canadians to be part of the path to
right relationships. The session ended with a hopeful
call to renewed action by participants, recognizing
the common, better future we must build together.

6
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PLENARY - BUILDING THRIVING
COMMUNITIES
On Thursday morning, Nadia Kidwai of CBC
Manitoba invited panelists to reflect on what it
really means to build inclusive and sustainable local
economies in very different settings, and in an era of
environmental crisis and political polarization. During
the plenary:
• Diane Hodgins of the Shorefast Foundation
shared how an ‘economic nutrition’ label is
helping revitalize the local economy on Fogo
Island, Newfoundland.
• Béatrice Alain told the story of the Chantier
de l’économie sociale establishing the social
economy as a legitimate and vital part of the
economy in Québec.
• Fred Khonje of Affinity Credit Union reminded
us that credit is a system based on belief, and
that we can use it to give hope and create
opportunity.
• Wayne Chiu of Trico Homes showed how
business can partner with Indigenous
communities after a disaster, then strengthen
that relationship for shared prosperity and
reconciliation.

“Opening session on
reconciliation was a really
powerful way to contextualize
the conference as well as
recognize and pay respect
to Indigenous peoples.”

DOING BUSINESS DIFFERENTLY
CELEBRATION
Thursday evening’s Doing Business Differently
Celebration showcased social enterprises that align
social, environmental and economic benefits. Trico
Charitable Foundation awarded Furniture Bank of
Toronto and Fogo Island Inn from Newfoundland
the Trico Social EnterPrize Award each receiving
$100,000 to advance their mission. A panel
discussion was held over dinner with previous award
recipients and this year’s recipients:
• Matthew Smedley, Mission Possible
• Colin Smith, Potluck Cafe
• Dan Kershaw, Furniture Bank
• Diane Hodgins, Fogo Island
Dan Overall with Trico Foundation moderated the
panel, urging participants to reject false tradeoffs and
recommit to innovating within individual businesses
towards broader system change.
Taking advantage of the tremendous expertise in
the room, Trico Foundation and Thrive organized a
mentorship session in advance of the dinner with
local social enterprises and award recipients to share
lessons and resources.

7
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PLENARY – GOOD JOBS

FROM LEARNING TO ACTION

Friday morning’s plenary on Good Jobs was
organized in partnership with the Atkinson
Foundation and explored how to ‘raise the stakes’
and build power among residents and workers for
sustainable livelihoods and equitable economic
growth. The Atkinson Foundation’s Colette Murphy,
moderated the panel, challenging participants to
create new partnerships so that communities truly
benefit from major infrastructure and development
projects. During the plenary:

Friday morning’s workshop shifted the focus from
learning to action as particiants were taken through
a rapid design and peer coaching workshop led by
process artist, Chris Corrigan, from Bowen Island,
BC. More than fifty community projects, with
over 250 participants, were part of this dynamic
and collaborative session applying learnings from
EconoUs2017 while developing connections to take
back into participant’s own communities.

• Sylvain Giguère from the Local Economic and
Employment Development Program at the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development emphasized the essential role
community actors have to play in coordinated
policy action across multiple levels of
government.
• Alejandra Bravo from the Broadbent Institute
explained how community benefit agreements
are being used to build local power and ensure
development projects meet community needs.
• Jessica Bonanno from the Democracy
Collaborative described how Evergreen
Cooperatives in Cleveland, Ohio is rebuilding a
local economy by connecting local businesses
employing the most disadvantaged local
residents with university and hospital
procurement opportunities.

CLOSING RECEPTION
To begin drawing EconoUs2017 to a close, Alberta’s
Finance Minister, the Honourable Joe Ceci reiterated
the province’s commitment to poverty reduction and
making sure no Albertans are left behind in difficult
economic times. In the final plenary, Sarah LeesonKlym from CCEDNet-Manitoba and Dave Mowat of
ATB Financial reflected on the themes that emerged
over the conference, including the opportunities
offered by an economy of network, and a mental
state of abundance, where expansive thinking
can find creative ways of scaling impact.

WORKSHOPS AND LOCAL ECONOMY TOURS
To demonstrate the diverse approaches to CED, 26 workshops involving 76 presenters were offered on Thursday of the conference. Each workshop aligned with
one of the conference themes. Workshops included participatory design elements, using formats such as small group discussion, simulations, practice sessions, tool
application, case studies, and success/failure stories among participants. Workshop presenters received a preparatory masterclass on presence and presentation skills
by Stand and Command .

THRIVING COMMUNITIES
• Sustainable Development Goals

GOOD JOBS

DOING BUSINESS DIFFERENTLY

• Roundtable on social innovation and social
finance

• Meeting People Where They Are: paradigm
shifting community impact

• WorkLinks: The strength of innovation and
community

• The living wage as a CED strategy

• Anti-racist Organizational Change

• Broadband in rural communities

• Coop ways of making renewables accessible and
do-able

• Building bridges between worker co-operatives
and social enterprise

• Social Purchasing: a market-based tool for
building healthy communities

• Place based CED: a partnership approach

• Microenterprise in the age of the gig economy

• Three Cities, Three Approaches to CED

• Micro Lending as a CED tool

• Stronger Together: Local Business Networks
Create Shared Prosperity

• Bridging the gap with Indigenous communities

• Discover Hidden Talent: tap into the untapped
labour market

• Exploring the Potential of Social Franchising in
Canada

• Leadership for the New Economy

• Local Investing

• Alberta EcDev and Trade: Resources for
Corporations and Communities
• Community Hubs: Better Together

• Saving Main Street

• The Changing Nature of Agriculture

• Social Impact Measurement

• Making Money Make a Difference

“The Anti-Racism workshop was
fantastic. The Local Economy
Tour and Beakerhead tour were
great. The plenary on Thursday
morning was inspiring.”
8
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Local economy tours were offered on Wednesday
and Thursday of EconoUs2017. Tours had
participants moving on foot, by city transit and
chartered bus to a variety of locations to see
firsthand dynamic initiatives supporting community
innovation. Tours included:
• Cochrane - The Way the West is Now &
Olds - The Incredible Story of Community
Empowerment

Pre-conference workshops were also offered in
partnership with the Institute for Community
Prosperity at Mount Royal University and the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD), both with an Indigenous focus.
• Reconciliation and the Solutions Economy,
led by Shaun Loney
• Empowering Indigenous Communities,
led by Sylvain Giguere

• The Rise of Coops in YYC
• Social Entrepreneurship and Alternative
Financing Solutions
• Beakerhead Festival Tour - A Smash up of Arts,
Science and Engineering
• Craft Brew Tour
• TechStock Tour - Social Entrepreneurship
Showcase

“I attended the Local
Co-ops Tour on
the first day, and it
was motivating and
inspiring to listen
to the 6 different
groups sharing on
local cooperatives.”
“I loved the workshops. To see how 4 Directions
banking is working with the community needs
was so inspiring.”

9
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ENERGY AND VALUES IN ACTION
Local hosts proudly showcased the heart and
soul of Calgary’s local economy at EconoUs2017.
Embracing values of inclusion, diversity, participation
and stewardship, the conference was designed
to demonstrate a local economy working for all.
EconoUs2017 used a ‘campus-based’ approach
with Hotel Arts, an independently owned hotel in
Calgary’s core, as home-base. Participants attended
workshops at community based venues a short
walking distance from Hotel Arts including a trip to
Central Library for the opening reception. To support
conference logistics, EconoUs2017 contracted Vida
Events, a local business in Calgary.
A partnership with Calgary Arts Development
infused EconoUs2017 with an energetic arts
presence, from Indigenous drumming to spoken
word, acapella singers, movement artists, circus
performers and ‘Double Glazed’, a collaborative art
project that demonstrated our shared journey of
building connections around common ownership.
At the opening evening of EconoUs2017, participants
enjoyed Food For Thought, a delicious annual
harvest celebration organized by host partner REAP
Business Association. Food for Thought is a taste for

10

the senses, connecting local chefs with local growers
to create delicious inspirations for all to enjoy.
To ensure the conference was accessible to all,
EconoUs2017 offered student pricing to engage
youth, a bursary program to reduce financial barriers
and conducted an accessibility audit of conference
venues in partnership with Universal Access, a
budding social enterprise in Calgary. All plenary
sessions had simultaneous translation between
French and English, as well as selected workshops.
The Shared Prosperity Bursary Program was
made available thanks to support from Calgary
Neighbourhoods, United Way of Calgary and
Area and the Calgary Foundation. The program
provided support for 17 people facing financial
barriers to participate by reducing registration costs,
reimbursing travel expenses and compensating for
lost wages.
Registration could be paid in either Canadian currency
or in Calgary Dollars, a local currency. The Calgary
Dollars collected were donated by EconoUs2017 to
support Arusha Centre’s Take Action Grants. Two
local grassroots initiatives were awarded a Take Action
Grant at the closing reception.

“The arts programming was fantastic! It broke up the day in creative ways
and allowed us all to be a bit more human with each other...tap into that
place of sacred vulnerability. Well done!”
EconoUs 2017 Final Report ENERGY AND VALUES IN ACTION

Striving towards zero waste, EconoUs2017 partnered
with Green Events Services and Hop Compost
to divert waste from Calgary’s landfills. Bullfrog
Power offset a portion of the carbon footprint,
excluding participants transportation to and from
the conference and the local economy tours. In
total, .0371 tonnes of C02e was offset through
Bullfrog Power for the event. That’s equivalent to CO2
emissions from 406 pounds of coal burned, or the
greenhouse gas emissions from 909 miles driven by
an average passenger vehicle.
Local and fair trade food was sourced wherever
possible thanks to the support of YYC Growers,
Fair Trade Calgary and Village Brewery. A special
acknowledgement to the catering team at Hotel Arts
for their willingness to go beyond their own local
sourcing to further EconoUs2017’s commitment to
support local.
CCEDNet and local host partners reached a
growing number of followers via their respective
communication channels to promote EconoUs2017.
In the two months leading up to EconoUs2017,
CCEDNet and Thrive had a combined Facebook
reach of 35,000 and combined Twitter impressions
of 236,000. During EconoUs2017, the hashtag
#EconoUs2017 was trending #2 in Canada
with 2,764 tweets and retweets, 2,000 of those
happening during the conference. CCEDNet engaged
Simply Social to build a Google Adwords campaign
as part of the Google Nonprofit Grant valued at
$6,635US dollars in adwords resulting in 151,516
impressions and 4,472 clicks between June 15 and
September 15. The co-hosts were able to maximize
reach on Facebook through paid ads.

11
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“Being able to attend
EconoUs2017 while I was
unemployed allowed me
to connect with someone
who informally offered me
a job! I'm now on the path
to working out what that
opportunity will look like
and am deeply grateful
to have attended
EconoUs2017.”

EVALUATION
CCEDNet and Thrive partnered with
Earth Educators, a social enterprise in
Calgary, to evaluate and measure the social
impact of EconoUs2017. Data points were
captured during registration as well as at
the conference. Following Econous2017 a
survey was sent to participants and phone
interviews were made to community
partners and local hosts.
The sample size for the qualitative and
quantitative analysis was between 18%33%, an excellent response rate compared
to external benchmarks. Once this
analysis has taken place year over year, a
cross comparison can be made to allow
CCEDNet to focus resources on areas of
the national conference that generate the
greatest impact in growing a pan-Canadian
movement for CED.

12
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SUMMARY OF ECONOUS2017 SOCIAL IMPACT:

88% new
participants in 2017,
12% returning

Over 92% of people left
with renewed

energy and
enthusiasm

73% of conference
spend went to

45 local suppliers

Networking and
workshops were of

most value

Facilitated a potential

economic impact of
more than $1M

More than 4,300 new

connections made

The impact framework for EconoUs2017 was established on three main foundations that are tied closely to the core values of inclusion,
diversity, participation and stewardship:
1. I NDIVIDUALS INSPIRED TO ACTION
EconoUs2017 was intended to inspire new ideas,
potential solutions and renewed energy for
community change efforts across Canada while
establishing new contacts for participants. The
following are examples of actions community
leaders were inspired to take home to their own
communities:
• Actively start a social enterprise
• Be local and invest in local economy
• Learn more about worker co-ops, research coop housing, plus many more follow-ups
• Add services which will allow my organization
to become financially independent
• Measure Social Impact; reevaluate how we
work the scope of our projects.

Based on the evaluation survey:
“I connected with people who share a passion for building strong, inclusive community economies.”
• 90% agreed with the statement
“EconoUs2017 empowered me to make a difference in my community and workplace.”
• 63% agreed with the statement
“I feel renewed energy/enthusiasm to make a difference in my community and workplace”
• 92% agreed with the statement
“I will put to use what I have learned at EconoUs2017.”
• 72% agreed with the statement

On average 11 new connections were made per participant, a total of
4,345 new connections were established based on 395 participant.
The potential economic impact of these connections is $1,044,000.

13
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Mount Royal University
Calgary Regional Partnership
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0
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All of the Local Economy Tours showcased local
initiatives that are generating shared prosperity
for all, 18 of the 26 workshops offered and all but
one of the plenaries had local and regional content.
Indigenous learning was the focus of both of the
pre-conference learning workshops and the opening
reception. Two of the workshops had an Indigenous
focus.
“I learned about strategies to generate positive local
economic, social and environmental impacts in
communities?”

80
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80

100

Percent (%)
Percent (%)

2. GROWING AWARENESS AND SUPPORT FOR CED
EconoUs2017 focused on demonstrating the diverse
approaches of CED practices locally and nationally,
while growing awareness of the synergy between
Indigenous economics and CED. In addition,
EconoUs2017 was intended to increase the profile of
local hosts as recognized leaders in CED.

60

WHAT PARTS OF ECONOUS2017 WERE OF MOST BENEFIT/VALUE

TOmost
YOU AND
YOUR
WORK?
The following reflects the
valuable
parts
of EconoUs2017 for participants based on the evaluation survey:
Workshops WHAT PARTS OF ECONOUS2017 WERE OF MOST BENEFIT/VALUE
TO YOU AND YOUR WORK?
Networking
Workshops
Plenary/Panels
Networking
Learning to Action
Plenary/Panels
Tours
Learning to Action
Other
Tours
0
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40

50

60

40

50

60

Percent (%)
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10
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30
Percent (%)

Although the Learning to Action workshop and the Local Economy Tours scored lower on the benefit/value scale,
both were quite memorable and are indicated as highlights of EconoUs2017 based on the evaluation survey:

• 69% of survey respondents agreed with the
statement

WHAT WERE HIGHLIGHTS FOR YOU AT ECONOUS2017?
(E.G. WHAT WILL YOU MOST REMEMBER)
Networking/Connections WHAT WERE HIGHLIGHTS FOR YOU AT ECONOUS2017?
(E.G. WHAT WILL YOU MOST REMEMBER)
Learning to Action
Networking/Connections
Plenary/Panels
Learning to Action
Opening/Shaun Loney
& Chief Joseph
Plenary/Panels
Tours
Opening/Shaun Loney

& Chief Joseph
Workshops
Tours
Artists
Workshops
Food for Thought
Artists
Other
Food for Thought
0
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Host organizations were significant contributors
to the conference design. During EconoUs2017,
each organization had a role as an emcee, led
workshops and had exhibitor space. Participants
were asked if they had increased awareness of the
host organizations during EconoUs2017 and in the
evaluation survey.

INCREASED AWARENESS OF THE FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONS
The Canadian CED Network
(CCEDNet)
Thrive
REAP

YES
NO

Momentum
Calgary Economic Development
Institute for Community Prosperity,
Mount Royal University
Calgary Regional Partnership
0

20

40

60

80

100

Percent (%)

3. PARTNERSHIPS DEMONSTRATE LOCAL ECONOMY AWARENESS
EconoUs2017 was intentionally designed using a
collaborative approach. Partnerships were evident
from the 7 organizations that came together to host
EconoUs2017, in the delivery of 26 workshops by
76 workshop presenters and the 22 community
partners that provided financial and/or in-kind
contributions, 10 of whom were REAP members.
As much as possible, EconoUs2017 directed
purchasing decisions for conference delivery at local
Calgary businesses, many of whom are providing
social and environmental returns.

WHAT PARTS OF ECONOUS2017 WERE OF MOST BENEFIT/VALUE

73% of conference spendTO
went
YOU AND YOUR WORK?
to 45 local businesses,
of
which
Workshops
13 are REAP members.
Networking

Plenary/Panels
Learning to Action
Tours
Other
0

10

20

30
Percent (%)
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“What was most valuable to REAP about EconoUs2017 was the opportunity to share what we do through a
variety of formats: Food for Thought event, hosting a workshop, sharing our video, emceeing Friday morning,
and connecting service providers from our network with conference organizers. The sum total of these efforts
has been to increase member visibility and prosperity, and generate new leads for REAP.”
Stephanie Jackman, Founder REAP Business Association
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LEARNINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
EconoUs2017 was a demonstrated success on many levels including:
• First conference in CCEDNet’s history to be sold out attended by 395 community leaders with
representation from each province
• Strong financial support from 22 community partners, 10 of whom are REAP members, to deliver a
dynamic program on a balanced budget that created local economic impact
• Values of inclusion, diversity, participation and stewardship were evident in conference design. 26% of
participants came from Visible and/or Linguistics Minority while 20% of participants were under the
age of 30. 6% of participants were Indigenous and 5% were people with disabilities.
• 4,345 new connections established amongst participants with a potential economic impact of more
than $1,000,000
• Workshops demonstrating diversity in CED approaches delivered using multiple methodologies to
engage participants
• Effective marketing and social media presence attracting 88% new participants to the national
conference
• Excellent feedback and results from on site and post evaluation data collected. The sample size for the
qualitative and quantitative analysis was between 18%-33%, an excellent response rate compared to
external benchmarks.
• 77% of survey respondents said that they were satisfied (34%) or very satisfied (43%) with
EconoUs2017; 88% said that they would recommend this conference to others

17
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“Great conference! You can tell
that a lot of thought and effort
went into it. The conference
program was diverse with
a variety of events and
activities. Thanks you for
the experience!”
“The whole event was really
smooth. The less traditional
conference activities incorporating creative
aspects, facilitated
sessions and networking
opportunities - really
contributed to the
positive energy over
the course of the
event.”

Overview of participant satisfaction based on evaluation survey:
HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE FOLLOWING ASPECTS OF THE EVENT?
Help Staff
Tours
Location

I think the best value for
(the Calgary Regional
Partnership) was in giving
us a platform to tell
colleagues - municipal staff
and elected representatives,
provincial staff and
other regional economic
development managers
across the province about
community-based economic
development. I hadn’t
appreciated how unfamiliar
many are with the ideas and
importance of it.
Bob Miller,
Calgary Regional Partnership
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Speakers
Overall Experience
Content
Workshops
Pricing
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Based on feedback received from the evaluation
survey, the following key learnings were gained:
• Collaborative partner based delivery enhanced
the overall value of the conference
• Animation with local artists added to the
experience for participants and was effective in
demonstrating the value arts bring to thriving
communities
• Efforts were made to reduce landfill waste,
improvements could be made in several areas
• Strong interest in reconciliation and Indigenous
learning by participants
• Campus based approach showcased energy
of Calgary and the region and had participants
moving and interacting with one another.

• Workshops could be spread across more days
or have fewer workshops, go deeper on subject
matter and share workshop intent explicitly
• Strengthen national sponsorships; review
conference pricing to ensure it meets participants
ability to pay and the financial needs of the
conference
• Foster inclusion considering financial barriers for
participants (student pricing, bursary program),
accessible venues, diverse learning approaches
and online engagement
• Build on this year’s evaluation by evaluating
medium to long term economic impacts of the
conference

WHAT’S NEXT
EconoUs2017 revealed once again the dynamic energy for innovation and shared
prosperity that is growing across the country. The attention and opportunities
created by the catalyst of a national conference will continue to be an essential
strategy for CCEDNet to build a truly national movement for inclusive and
sustainable community economies. Throughout the year, CCEDNet continues
to share the energy and creative efforts of community-builders across the
country through their website, e-newsletters, webinars and social media, but
nothing replaces the learning made possible when people are together, as was
experienced at EconoUs2017.
Thrive is in a period of deep reflection following EconoUs2017 recognizing the
momentum that was built in hosting this year’s national conference in Calgary.
A significant number of community leaders were introduced to the work
happening locally to create shared prosperity for all. Thrive intends to strengthen
connections that were made at EconoUs2017, adding to the growing energy and
diverse initiatives that are gaining momentum locally and provincially.
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As EconoUs2017 came to a close over lunch at Hotel Arts, participants were
encouraged to return to their own communities re-invigorated with their own
community change efforts by the connections and learning made at EconoUs2017.
Looking to next year, participants were invited to stay connected with CCEDNet
and Thrive and to plan for EconoUs2018, September 24-26 in Moncton,
New Brunswick! Hosted by the New Brunswick Environmental Network with
collaboration from the Co-operative Enterprise Council of New Brunswick, the
Coopérative de développement regional-Acadie, the Centre for Local Prosperity,
the Social Enterprise Network of Nova Scotia and the Community Sector Council
of Nova Scotia, EconoUs2018 will once again bring together the people, ideas
and action for an economy that works for all, showcasing the uniqueness of New
Brunswick to community leaders across Canada. See you there!

